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Sumary : 

As media represents the substrate and one of the components of the superstructure of 
society, and by looking to the multiple développements which have occurred on spots, the 
sports media bears the central weight in introducing the trick of sports by a more objective 
and comprehensive way in he inevitability of sports media and sports life as they habe an 
organic relation, which needds abandoning the classical methods, and thus expanding the 
circle of its duties, a varied set of media are used now in order to seve the great variety of 
spectators who have different preferences and desires. 

Among these methods, we find the sports media whiche is considered as one of the 
most imortant media ; with its technical properties, it provides us with knowledge, 
iformation and experiences, values and behaviors through more than a form of art, and 
hence the total of these means signity a quantitative and qualititative system of diversity so 
that it is sufficient to make this community exercise to media activity which is characterized 
by a universal coverage, and responds to the needs, interests, specialties, identities and 
professions and interests of all social slides and groups. 
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